
Which cylinder will hold 
more popcorn kernels? 



 

Cut a piece of string 
that you think will 

fit around the ball! 



Tanagrams 
Materials

7 flat shapes

Puzzle sheet


Activity Objective


Using all seven tangram pieces, create the puzzles of your 
choosing. If you find it too easy with the lines, challenge 
yourself with a puzzle that does not include lines. 




No Twin Nim 
Materials

25 markers, buttons or toothpicks per two players


How to Play

1. Layout a row of 12 markers. Play with a partner.


2. Take turns removing 1, 2, or 3 markers from the row.

3. You may not take the same number of markers 

removed by your partner on the previous move.


Object of the Game

The winner is the player who takes the last marker(s) or 
leaves the other player unable to move.


Play several games with your family. Then discuss your ideas about 
the way the game works. Talk together and help each other work 

out a winning strategy for every player.


Variations

★  play with more people

★  play with more markers

★  allow players to take 1, 2, 3 or 4 markers with the same restrictions

★  change the rules so that you lose when you take the last marker




Snail Race 
Materials

game board, 2 dice,

a small piece of paper with your name on it, and

40 beans or markers (small enough to fit in the game board circles)


How to Play (1-4 players)

1. Each player must choose a snail that they think will reach the 

garden first. Identify the snail as yours by placing your name 
next to it.


2. The first player rolls two twice and adds the numbers 
together.


3. They then place a marker on the first circle of the snail with 
that number.


4. Keep taking turns rolling the dice. To advance a snail, place 
another marker on the next circle each 
time that snail’s number comes up. This 
means that every circle in a snail’s 
path is covered as it advances. 


5. Remember all the snails are racing. 
This means you may have to place markers on a snail that is 
not your own. 


6. Keep rolling the dice until one snail crosses the finish line and 
reaches the garden for a tasty snack. 


7. Play at least four times. Keep track of the races you played 
and the snails that won. 


8. Which snails moved at a snail’s pace?

9. Which snails won the most? Why do you think that happened? 

discuss any patterns that you and your family observed.




Close the Lid 
Materials

a paper cube box

six multi-link blocks of four





Activity Objective


You must find a way to fit all six blocks 
in the paper box AND close the lid 

completely!




Cut the Card 



Pentominoes 
Materials

12 pentomino pieces

your choice of rectangle board




Activity Objective


To arrange all 12 pentomino pieces so that they fit nicely on 
the rectangular board. 



 A pentomino is a 
polygon that is made up of five 
equal-sized squares connected 

edge to edge.



How many jellybeans do 
you think are in 

the jar? 




